
Senior living communities typically offer a few 
standard living options: independent living and 
assisted living, and in some cases, memory care. 

But what if your needs don’t totally fit into  
one category? What if your loved one is in  
independent living yet could benefit from  
additional support services?

That’s where Independence Village comes in. 
Continue reading to discover how enhanced 
living, a service unique to Independence Village, 
allows residents to live the life they want with 
flexible care that is personalized to their needs.

What is Enhanced Living? 

At Independence Village, we believe that every senior’s care should be just as unique as they are. 
That’s why we created enhanced living, an in-between service offering that bridges independent 
living and assisted living.

On the independent living side, residents enjoy the autonomy and residential setting of a private 
apartment and all the perks of life in our independent living neighborhood. On the assisted living 
side, residents benefit from a variety of care services to help them make the most of each day.  
In addition, these services are flexible, and can be expanded or reduced at any time depending  
on your needs.

Enhanced 
Living
Enhanced living is a living option unique 
to Independence Village that bridges 
independent living and assisted living. 
Here’s a guide for everything you need 
to know about enhanced living.
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In short, enhanced living is ideal for those whose  
wants and needs don’t fit solely into one living option.
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The reasons for choosing enhanced living are 
different for everyone. So, how do you know if 
enhanced living is right for you or your loved one?

Is Enhanced Living Right for You?

You are looking for care services that are as 
unique as you are and can support you as you 
need them.

You’re feeling lonely. Whether you’re looking for 
days full of socialization or simply long to be a part 
of the community, Independence Village is here 
to get to know you and make your retirement 
experience everything you want it to be. 

You don’t want to be bothered with household 
chores or mundane home upkeep. In enhanced 
living, you’ll receive three chef-prepared meals 
per day, daily housekeeping, laundry services  
and more.

You prefer the independence of true  
apartment living.

Enhanced living at Independence Village 
may be a good fit for you if:

“I toured several places before deciding on 
Independence Village for my mom. I wanted 
only the best for her, and she got it. She is in 
the enhanced living section, and it is a perfect 
fit for her.”

– Resident Family Member 2



Enhanced living provides all the luxuries of assisted living with the added perk of affordable, 
personalized care packages that cater to your specific needs.

Care services include:

• Assistance with activities of daily living 
(ADLs), including bathing, dressing, 
grooming, showering and toileting

• Mobility assistance

• Medication assistance

• Wellness and safety checks

• One-on-one companion care packages

• Coordination with health care providers

• Long-term care insurance assistance

• Monthly blood pressure clinics and  
health education

• And more

What’s Included in Enhanced Living?
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Amenities and features include:

• Privacy of apartment living with various 
style options

• Three chef-prepared meals daily

• Housekeeping and laundry services

• Support with dietary needs/restrictions

• Daily activities and fitness programs

• And more

“My mother has been a resident in enhanced living since the summer of 2019. 
Her one-bedroom apartment is bright, and her belongings and furnishings 
make it into a very pleasant personal space. The move into a managed care 
community is a difficult one, but many people at Independence Village are 
helping my mom — and frankly, me — make the transition.”

– Resident Family Member 



Whether residents need independent living, 
enhanced living, assisted living or memory 
care, at Independence Village, we offer a 
full continuum of living options across our 
communities to meet the needs of those we 
serve. We know that each resident has their 
own unique story, and we take the time to 
get to know each of them in order to provide 
thoughtful care, create meaningful experiences 
and provide peace of mind. To us, it matters 
which residents like their coffee black and those 
who will always know the score of last night’s 
game. It is crucial to us to form connections 
with every resident and get to know what 
makes them, them. 

Why? So that we can make every experience in 
our community truly special, and so that each 
resident knows they belong and matter as a 
member of our Independence Village family.

The Independence Village Difference

“My loved one thought it was a great place, she 
was able to make lots of friends. In fact, she wishes 
she would’ve moved earlier to the community.” 

– Resident Family Member 

To learn more about enhanced living and life at  
Independence Village, call 1-844-40-ENJOY or 
visit IndependenceVillages.com.

In addition, residents at Independence Village 
have access to sought-after amenities and 
experiences. Whether it’s enjoying a delicious, 
chef-prepared meal in the dining room or 
attending a life enrichment event with new 
friends, Independence Village residents can 
fill their days with activities (and people!) that 
bring them joy and give them something to look 
forward to every day.
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